NYE COUNTY REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
MINUTES
May 16, 2018
8:30 A.M.

MEMBERS PRESENT:

Commissioner Schinhofen
Commissioner John Koenig
Mr. Blundo

PUBLIC WORKS STAFF:

Mr. Tim Dahl
Ms. Lynnette Atkinson

Commissioner Schinhofen called the meeting to order at 8:30 a.m.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT:
Albert Bass of the Southern Nevada Rural Counties Mobility Manager announced that RLS &
Associates along with NDOT have coordinated together to do the Human Transportation Plan in
June. The rural counties have been asking for this for about three years. This will include an
assessment, study, survey’s, community public open meeting and to meet with the stake
holders to develop a statewide rural counties plan. They will be in Southern Nevada the first
week of June but for us here in Southern Nye County the date is June 19th. They will hold a
stake holders meeting at 2:00 and at 3:00 they will be doing an open public meeting and then at
5:00 they will be holding a stake holders interview at the Nye County Coalition. On June 20th in
Tonopah they will be holding the meetings. Albert stated that there will be something in the
papers as well. Albert stated that he would really like someone from the RTC to go to the
meeting and provide input. RLS has until the end of the year to get this to NDOT.
Commissioner Schinhofen stated that either he or John would attend.
COMMISSIONER/MEMBER COMMENTS:
Mr. Blundo asked Mr. Dahl how Atlanta and Georgia were looking. Tim stated that Atlanta has
been addressed and Georgia will be addressed in the next few days.
Commissioner Koenig stated that he had nothing at this time.
Commissioner Schinhofen stated that he had nothing at this time.
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Mr. Dahl stated that he sent a letter to NDOT regarding the beautification project in Tonopah.
He has not heard back from Department Of Transportation and the ending deadline was May
4th. Tim stated that he is not sure what direction they are going, whether it’s down the
current path or whether they’ll consider to re-stripe that lane in each direction with a left turn
lane in the center. Tim stated that as soon as he hears back he will share it with the board.
Mr. Dahl stated that he is having a hard time finding the property owners on Hawkins and Mary
Lou. He will continue his search for the ROW.
Tim updated the board on the Homestead pre-bid meeting. He stated that there were 3
contractors that showed up for that and had many questions to clarify. Tim stated that he
provided those answers online. Tim is hoping that the bids will come in by the 24th of May and
he’s hoping it comes in around the budget so that he will not have to come to the board and
ask for more funding. Commissioner Schinhofen stated that if it comes in under budget then
we can award the bid by the first meeting in June.
Tim stated that the new LED STOP signs are going up. The first two have been installed on Bell
Vista and 160 and Mesquite and 160. Tim stated that one has failed but he is sending it back.
Tim also stated that Lynnette, Annette and he and Darrin went to the Transportation
Conference in Vegas and it was very interesting to see how those projects are funded, of course
they have a much bigger infrastructure than we do and a bigger source of revenue than we do.
Commissioner Schinhofen stated that we have the same authorities as them and we could do a
lot more also. Tim stated that he will continue to look for more events like that to attend so
that we have information on funds and sources to utilize as well.
Commissioner Schinhofen asked about Hafen Road where Indian Village splits off. Tim stated
that our surveyor was out sick this week but it will get done next week.
Opened back up for further discussion-Tim stated that we have had some discussion about the
spending of the Transportation Fund and he believes that John asked him to put together an
agenda item so that this board could authorize him to approve the spending of those funds.
Commissioner Koenig stated that if the money is not rolling over then Albert will have about a
month to get the expenditures together and approved so that he can use the FY17/18 money.
Commissioner Keonig stated that it needs to be re-agendized for the next meeting so that Tim
is able to approve those expenditures and at the same time Albert will need to bring any
invoices he wants paid by that fund so that he doesn’t lose that money before the end of the
fiscal year. Commissioner Koenig stated that by the next fiscal year those funds can be
approved by Tim.
Albert clarified that these funds are only to be utilized by 5311, 5310, 5339-NDOT funded
programs. Commissioner Koenig asked what the code says about the spending of the money.
Savannah stated that she will get the NRS for that and then clarify. Albert Bass stated that it
only says Public Transportation.
FOR POSSIBLE ACTION: Discussion and decision regarding the approval of the Minutes for
April 10th Meeting
Commissioner Koenig motioned to approve the minutes. Mr. Blundo second. Motion
approved.
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FOR POSSIBLE ACTION: Discussion and decision regarding the 2018/2019 RTC Budget
Savannah Rucker from Nye County Finance stated that she worked closely with Public Works to
generate the funding for this budget. Savannah stated that there was a question in regards to
the transportation funding and we do have a Transportation Fund of 50,000.00 in 10208. This
was funded in FY 17 and also for 18. Savannah stated that she has a meeting with Albert as well
to discuss this funding as the question he has was if these funds would be rolled into the next
fiscal year. Savannah wanted to know if she needed to re-agendize and bring it back.
Commissioner Koenig stated no. Savannah stated that she has it set aside for this year then as
well.
Tim stated that there haven’t been too many changes from previous year’s budgets. Tim stated
that we don’t have a need for as much Type II for Regional Roads Maintenance so we shifted
the numbers into Intersection Safety Improvements; for example intersection lighting and
curbing around the radius of intersections. Tim stated that there is money in this budget for
bike lanes also.
Commissioner Koenig motioned to approve the Budget. Mr. Blundo second. Motion approved.
Commissioner Schinhofen opened up Commissioner/Members Comments again for further
discussion.
GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT: (second)
FOR POSSIBLE ACTION: to set the time and date of next meeting.
Commissioner Koenig motioned for June 20th @ 8:30. Mr. Blundo Second. Motion Approved.
ADJOURN:

Respectfully Submitted,

Lynnette Atkinson
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